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Warm welcome
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018/2019 has been another fantastic year for the
1066 Specials with an amazing number of trophies,
laughs and thrills to show for it!

I once again have not been present for the majority of
this season (other than to claim the glory at tournaments
such as Chelsea) but the noises coming from both
players, supporters and volunteers have been that this
year has been arguably one of the best yet.
As we move into 2020 the highlights from the past
season have to be our team’s league and knockout cup
successes, particularly at Stamford Bridge where
veteran Ciaran Lee finished his decisive penalty to win
the team the final.
So it only remains to welcome you to this years
newsletter where we take the opportunity to celebrate
everything 1066.
Hope you Enjoy!

Chris
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Words from the
president

A

nother season already! Time flies when you are
enjoying yourself, and I am certain that this is true
of us at the 1066 Specials. The team was named
in 2003 and has become an inspirational choice.
We were the first independent disability football team
formed in the Rother and Hastings area. The 1066
Specials are at the forefront of providing inclusivity in
football, throughout the County of Sussex. Over the
years, the players, coaches ,committee and
supporters, have all been the ‘Special People’ that
have contributed to the success of the club. They have
pathed the way for the 1066 experience to be enjoyed
in the future.
I recently attended a Premier League match. The
charity that was being supported was effectively for
their own disability football teams. Good luck to them,
and I was delighted that Disability Football was being
brought to the consciousness of the supporters. It
reminded me that the 1066 Specials have been
instrumental in showcasing disability football for nearly
twenty years without the financial support of premier
league football. We are, however, privileged to watch
spectacular goals followed by superb celebrations
whenever we watch our team, and how do you put a
price on that? I have always had difficulty with the
labelling of our team as ‘disabled’. Surely, all of us,
without exception, suffer from ‘inability’. From my own
experience, I firmly believe that the, so-called, ablebodied are light years from being perfect specimens of
the human-race. We never stop learning in life, and our
actions never stop influencing others. Do your best to
like and respect others as well as yourselves.

Over recent years I have been forced
to deal with the deterioration in my
own health. It might be the result of
old age or, more worrying, the legacy
of a mis-spent youth! I don’t want to
cause alarm to all you youngsters
about your lifestyles! (I include the
Mums, Dads and Coaches in that last
remark!) My doctors tell me that I am
making good progress, and twenty
years from now, I should be enjoying
full fitness. So, after my 98th Birthday,
if I get the ‘all clear’, I ‘m going clubbing again. But, even if I live to be a
hundred, there will never be a club anywhere in the world that will replace
the Specials in my heart. Have a fun
season. Hope you win more than you
lose, but, remember – “It’s only a
game” (a very ‘Special’ one.)
Love, as always,

Harold
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1066 Committee

Committee
Members
PAUL ANDERSON
(Chairman/Head Coach)

CHRIS OSBORNE
(Deputy Chair/Coach)
FIONA KAVANGH-DEEPROSE
(Secretary/Welfare Officer)
DUNCAN NOLAN
(Club Liaison Officer/Coach)
ELAINE STOCK
(Treasurer)
BRIAN COOK
(Coach)

CHRIS COOK
(Coach)
JASON BORG
(Coach)
ANNE CURTIS
NEW ADDITION TO THE COMMITTEE!

ANGELA DAWES
MARK MOON

Hi, my name is Elaine and I am the new Treasurer
for 1066 Specials FC, a role I took over in April 2019.
I have worked all my life in finance, bookkeeping,
accounts, so I have gained a lot of experience in this
area.
My Son Oliver has autism and has played football for
1066 Specials since he was around 11 years old, he
is now 28 and still attends most training sessions
and tournaments.
Myself and my husband are members of the 1066
Chapter, this year we nominated 1066 Specials FC
as the Chapter Charity, 1066 Chapter have visited
1066 Specials twice , they brought along around a
dozen bikes and invited players, coaches and
parents to have a photo taken with a bike.
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(Coach)

View From the
Chairman

I

t has been another great year for the Specials and I
currently feel there is good unity and harmony within
the football club. With a strong committee and a
keen and capable group of coaches everything seems to
be in place for continued successful development. We
currently have ten FA qualified level 1 coaches running
the Saturday sessions.
At the hub of the club is Fiona who courageously
gets all the boxes ticked on welfare, Sussex league and
charter standard requirements. The 1066 Trustees also
put in a lot of effort steering the club in the right direction.
The players, however, do the best job of all turning up to
training and tournaments in fantastic numbers and
inspiring all of us with a fantastic brand of football.

So to everyone involved in the club a massive thank
you and please continue your great efforts, it really is
appreciated.
The aim, as ever, is for fun and enjoyment and I
believe we are achieving this with our current players
and coaches and the sportsmanship also shines
through. Quality training sessions are being achieved,
with Duncan in particular setting new challenges and
varied exercises keeping all the players keen and
enthusiastic for more.
The two highlights of last season for me was the tournament win at
Stamford bridge, Chelsea, closely followed by our Division 1 team
winning the cup competition at Lancing. Great successes on both
counts and reported in detail in this newsletter.
Also very pleasing is the gradual development of the Junior
section who continue to flourish with good numbers attending training
and another good performance at the Bognor Regis tournament.
Finally, I would encourage everyone to enjoy this wonderful football
club and as ever I welcome anyone’s views and observations to
continuously develop this football club.

The Gaffer - Paul
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Secretary report

I

would like to thank all the club supporters for their donations to
the Specials supporters club . We shall be relaunching and
promoting “ The Specials supporters club” in 2020 with more

information at the AGM in April.

We are currently looking at options to
compete in other tournaments but will
require more financial support to do this.
A special mention to for club supporter
and Trustee Rob Gee, who regularly
comes to tournaments and training
sessions.

A big thank you to all the coaches, who
really do deliver first class sessions, and
to the parents, Support staff and volunteers who have offered their assistance throughout the
year. A special thank you to the wonderful players for turning up to training and tournaments so
regularly and making my role within the club an absolute pleasure.

Fiona
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Coaches

T

he 1066 Specials football club have always
invested in people and no more so than the
continued development of our coaching staff.

We currently have ten level 1 FA licensed coaches
regularly taking training sessions on Saturday mornings.

In addition to this we have three current players who
have achieved the level 1 qualification who assist the
coaches and join in with the fun and enjoyment.
The emphasis has always been on FUN and
ENJOYMENT but we have also developed some
fantastic players and played some outstanding football
over the years.
Senior/Adult Coaching co-ordinater. Paul Anderson
Junior coaching co-ordinater. Duncan Nolan
Level 1 coaches. Chris Osborne, Mark Moon, Brian
Cook, Chris Cook, Jason Borg, Luke KavanaghDeeprose, Harvey Wickinson, Jamie Nolan.
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Training
“If you work hard in training, the fight is easy.” Manny Pacquiao

“Back 4 in 5-a-side? Why not!”

“Is there road works on the 3G?”

“Is he pointing at a pass or Duncan’s
cones… I will let you decide.”

“Coaches can’t score but they can
tackle!”
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Club liaison report

S

o another year is nearly passed with all teams doing
really well in there prospective league's...
Most importantly everyone is learning & improving ten

fold.

Player's are keeping us coaches on our toes as they are hungry
to learn.
There is nothing better then seeing a drill or tactic you've taught
being used with out command on the pitch by these brilliant
player's.
When I haven't been injured (Sad face)
I have visited St Paul's School & Saxon Mount - We go into the
school voluntary & take several football lesson, We try to find
the player's that want to play, but do not think they are good
enough - player's that are shy, low in confidence, or those with
Mental Health Challenges We encourage them into 1066 Specials, Where we turn them in
to World Class SuperStars! ...
Personally - I am on my 6.5/7th Year with 1066 Specials and I
have learned more then I thought i genuinely could, & Iam still
learning every week.
Compassion, Understanding, Firm but Fair & Cheeky Likability I
think are my strengths at this club as well as the 100s of fun
games & drills I have stored in my locker!
I have achieved a lot of success with teams over the years and
once again am happy to see the progression and standard of
the players improve over the years in line with he league and
cup competitions become increasingly competitive.

My focus for the new season 2020 will only be Junior's football
and I look forward to really getting stuck into the Juniors in the
next few years as a new generation of players and coaches
emerges.
Winning trophies is not the be all & end all - the player's win the
trophies I just point & make subs....
& stand 3 ft over the touch line…

Duncan
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From the sidelines

W

e discovered 1066 Specials after being recommended to try
them by my son’s previous club. He had had a wonderful time
there, but it was definitely time to move on. He has not looked back since joining and
although he is not the worlds best player, he loves to join in and he loves football. He knows
more facts about the Premiership and the other top 4 divisions of UK football, than anyone
else I know!
We, his parents, love him to be happy and so we make the effort to bring him along on as
many Saturday mornings as we can, and believe me, it’s not always easy fitting it in around
the rest of family life.
We rock up, in all weathers trying not to forget to bring shin pads! But it’s worth it - to see
him trot out onto the pitch to join his friends. And they are friends. It is great to see them all
gel together and play with respect and compassion in a safe space. The parents love
watching our kids viewing the coaches and admire what they are doing, they are all
volunteers so their time and patience with the children to create enjoyment for them is a
pleasure to see.
Any parent will know how hard it is to raise a child, to get the right schooling, the right help,
the right equipment. But when we come to 1066 specials, just like our kids do, we find
people who are in the same situation and who understand what we are going through. Often
they can offer advice or help too.
So, you see, 1066 Specials is not just a club for the kids, it’s for the parents/carers too. We
have just as much fun on an outing as the kids do, and it fills us with pride to see them
having fun.
From a parent’s point of view thank you to the coaches and the rest of the club who turn out
to make sure the players have a great time.

Proud Mum - Angela
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JUNIORS
Bexhill Cup - Sussex Disability Tournament

O

n a rather cloudy early morning back in
February, The 1066 Specials FC hosted a
junior Sussex disability league tournament.
There were five under 12 teams and four under
16 teams taking part in what turned out to be a
very successful day.
In the under 12 league The 1066 Specials
opened up with a tremendous 1-0 victory over
Seaford town in a competitive game but played in
a real sporting spirit. With the Sun then appearing
and Duncan Nolan plotting another victory
against Albion in the community 1,
the second match kicked off and although great
chances were created at both ends, the match
finished in a goalless draw.
Up next were AITC2 who played some super
football winning 2-1 in a game which had good
chances at both ends and really could have gone
either way.
The final game for the Specials was against a
strong Worthing town team who had won all their
previous games, and indeed ran out 3-0 winners
in this game.
The under 16 league started for the Specials with a
very credible 0-0 draw with Seaford Town, with both
teams creating great chances only for both
goalkeepers to make some good saves. Next up was AITC 1 who
ran out 3-1 winners.
In the last game a tiring 1066 Specials team faced the eventual
league winners AITC 2 who played strongly in a one sided affair
which finished 6-1. An unfortunate end to an otherwise successful
day.
Steve Atkins, the League Chairman, presented the trophy’s in the
clubhouse to rapturous applause from all, and thanked us for hosting
the event.
All participants were issued with “Bexhill Cup “certificates.
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Butlins
Tournament

1

066 Junior's had a trip to Butlins where they were involved in a
disability tournament for the under 14s.

Once again their behaviour during the trip there & during the tournament
was impeccable We played 6 games;

Won: 4
Drew:1
Lost: 1
We were fortunate enough to play some
very good teams all whom had different
aspects of disability.
Bournemouth
Brighton
Pass & Move
Fulham
We played as a team, drew as a team & lost as a
team.

West Coast FC

Some great football on show from all.

Charlton

When the tournament had finished we were allowed
to enjoy Butlins for a few hours before the presentation......
The presentation was headed by none other the
World Cup Winner .. Robert Pires We look forward to
competing again in 2020...
Coached on the day by…

Coach Duncan & Coach Luke.
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Bognor Titans

SUsSex league
League and Cup Success!

T

he 1066 Specials Football club had reason to
celebrate at the end of season tournament and
presentation event held at Sussex FA HQ in
Lancing last weekend.
The Adult Sussex FA Disability Football League is
contested over eight weekends, consisting of six
leagues, 27 Teams, 250 players and has to be one of the
most uplifting and good spirited sporting leagues in
Sussex.
The 1066 Specials have four teams consisting of 35
players who have enjoyed the competitive action this
season and have continued to play the game with a
fantastic spirit and sportsmanship (Much to the delight of
Paul Anderson the club Chairman)

To add to this the “walking Football “ team were runners
up in their cup competition and the Premiership team
were runners up in the league having won the
Championship league earlier on in the season.
However, the Seasons highlight was the Division 1 team
winning their cup competition, a truly outstanding
achievement.
From the Bexhill Observer
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awards

T

he annual 1066 Specials FC presentation and AGM was held in
April at the Bexhill college and was attended by around 100
people consisting of players, parents and supporters.

Awards were presented to players and staff in recognition of their great
efforts through the season.
A Special plaque was presented to Jan Rhodes in acknowledgement and appreciation of the Joe
Clodd trophy which has been a main feature of previous presentation events. This Plaque is on
display in our glass cabinet at Bexhill museum.

Presentation Awards
Junior section.
Most improved. Matthew Wardle
Sportsmanship. Roman Burke
Player of the year. Russell Phillips

Division 1 Yellow
Most improved. Luke Williams
Sportsmanship. Grant Brooks
Player of the year. Michael Usher

Under 18.
Most improved. Shannon Knell
Sportsmanship. James Simpson
Player of the year. Aaron Borg

Championship team.
Most improved. Connor Wren
Sportsmanship. Dale Gardner
Player of the year. Tommy Brooker

Walking Football
Most improved. Glyn Morgan
Sportsmanship. Oliver Leonard
Player of the year. Ewan Stanley

1066 Specials Shield.
Luke Kavanagh-Deeprose
Paul Borthwick Volunteer of the Year
Fiona Kavanagh-Deeprose
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VOLUNTEER OF THE
YEAR
FIONA KAVANAGH-DEEPROSE

F

or the first time , since the forming
of the 1066 Specials, the “volunteer
of the year trophy” has been awarded
to the same person for the second time, a
fantastic achievement.
Fiona has been involved with the club now
for about 15 years, since bringing her
young son, Luke, to the Saturday training
sessions.
Fiona is a registered nurse and now a
neonatal Sister at the Conquest hospital,
but still puts in a tremendous amount of
work and effort into her 1066 duties which
incorporate being club secretary and
welfare officer. Fiona is extremely hands
on and is ever present at training sessions
and has probably attended more
tournaments than all of the football
coaching staff!

Fiona has been an active member of the
committee now for several years, sharing her
considered opinions with fellow members and
always having the genuine wellbeing of others in
her thoughts and views.
Fiona , I know , experiences a great deal of
positivity and enjoyment from her involvement in
the Specials and she aims to support each and
every player to have the best time whilst they are
with us.
Fiona’s tremendous efforts for this football club
really are appreciated by us all.
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1066 Chapter visit

A

t a recent training session we were pleased to be visited and indeed
challenged on the football front by the 1066 Chapter, a Sussex
based motorcycle (Harley Davidson) club, who are raising money for
us as their designated charity this year.
This is their second visit to our club and this time
they played two entertaining games against our
brilliant junior teams and had a penalty shoot out
against our Division 1 team. In all the excitement I
lost count of all the scores, but all I know was
everyone was a winner with the scrumptious
cakes that had been baked by the bikers, and the
refreshments that we all enjoyed after the football
had been played.
So thank you once again to the 1066 Chapter and
we look forward to further visits and matches in
the future.

1066 chapter Website - www.1066chapter.com

1066 Supporters Club
Without financial support, there is no 1066 specials!
Becoming a member of the 1066 Supporters Club is one way
you can support the club to keep us running.
Subscription Fee = £10 per annum
Application forms can be found at www.1066specials.org.uk
Completed application forms must be signed and returned to:
Fiona Kavanagh-Deeprose
68 Harley Shute Road
St Leonards-on-Sea, TN38 8BU
kavanaghfiona@aol.com
Mob: 07817 152991
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Chelsea

F

or the second year in a row the 1066 specials
were fortunate enough to be invited to the
annual disability showcase hosted by the

Chelsea Foundation at Stamford Bridge.

It was the prime chance to allow some new and
returning 1066 players to step out onto the famous
stadium and follow in the footsteps of legends such
as Drogba and Lampard to compete for the Shield.

The team entered a group with talented teams such
as Brighton, Chelsea, Middlesbrough and
Bournemouth. The team looked strong with captain
Luke Kavanagh stepping up for his team and winning

early games in the initial league with the two top
spots progressing to a knockout semi-final and grand
final.
1066 battled well and finished 2nd place in their
group progressing them to the semi-finals. The
semi-final was nervy but luck was on the side of
1066 and they progressed to the final against a
familiar team in AFC Bournemouth whom they'd
played the year before.
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Chelsea
DRAMTIC
PEANLTY SHOOT
OUT ENDS IN
1066 SPECIALS
AS CHAMPIONS
With the shield on the line 1066 faced up against Bournemouth in the final and a long day
with lots of games ended up a draw and dreaded penalties were to follow…

Under all the pressure 1066 scored all their penalties leaving Ciaran (adamant he wanted to
take the winning penalty oozing confidence) to finish his penalty and win it for his team. The
above picture shows the end result, a fantastically cool finish into the bottom left corner won
the game and he was charged by his ecstatic team mates and closely followed by the
awarding of the plate lifted by the captain Luke.

This is yet another fantastic achievement and experience for the team and credit to the
organisation from Chelsea and the club for making this a great day and one all the players
will remember for years to come.
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A message from the
trustees

G

oal”, everybody shouted when I hit the back of the net for the very first time at my
very first school many many years ago … and, I remember, what a wonderful
feeling it was to score!

You see, since that momentous occasion when I was knee high to a grasshopper, I
have been well and truly hooked on football. No, I am not going to reveal the team I
follow as I may be in danger of being lynched for supporting the wrong outfit!
However, having been a Trustee for a number of years you can be 100% sure that I
fully support the 1066 Specials. In fact, since I took over as Chair of the Trustees
nearly two years ago, I am even more committed to the Club, and I feel honoured and
proud to be associated with such a wonderful outfit.
Every time I come to training at Bexhill College, I am really impressed with the whole
atmosphere and how friendly everybody is. I am also impressed with the quality of
play and how everybody obviously enjoys taking part. AND, when I leave I ALWAYS
have a smile on my face … AND, I feel inspired by your enthusiasm and spirit ... SO,
thank you for being YOU and thank you for continuing to come along and play football as it should be played.
Well, that’s it from me for the moment but just allow me one more thank you and that
is to all the coaches who give up their time freely … oh, and all the officers and Trustees as well … and I mustn’t forget our Harold who still, despite everything he’s been
through, manages to carry on regardless doing lots and lots of things for the Club.
One final thing … I wish each and every one of you a very successful season, you
are DEFINITELY the BEST of the BEST … Cheers and UP THE SPECIALS!!
Rodger Batey - Chair of the Trustees
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Social media

O

ur new look website is live and
contains all the up-to-date
information about the club!

You can find it at:

www.1066specials.org.uk

Our Facebook page is the ideal place to
find all news regarding training,
highlights photos and more!
We can be found at:

@1066specials

Our club always values feedback on how
we are doing and where we can improve.
Anyone who has feedback please don’t
be afraid to approach any of the
committee members or coaches.
Transparency is key to the clubs
success!
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Old bexhillians
Walking Football

O

n Saturday 14th December we hosted a special tournament,
Welcoming the players from the old Bexhillians walking football club.

With four teams competing against each other
the odds should have been stacked in favour of
the 1066 Specials Fc as we were represented
by 2 junior team and our division 1 team.
However the Walking footballers fielded a
strong and spirited team and they were there to
play some attractive passing football.
In the opening game the Walkers played the
Division 1 team in a game that went from end to
end with chances being created at both ends,
the game ended honours even at 2-2. The two
junior teams orange and blue also ended with
honours even.
The Walkers again contested in a drawn game against junior orange, who absolutely excelled
against the free flowing passing game of the Walkers.
On the other pitch he Division 1 team outplayed the junior blue team 3-0 with some well taken
goals.
The junior blue team then took on the now slightly tiring walkers, but couldn’t stop them scoring
the opener which appeared to go through goalkeeper Simons legs. This only seemed to spur on
young George who took on the goalkeeper 1v1 and rifled an unstoppable shot into the back of
the net. What a GOAL..... 1-1.
It was then down to George again who combined with Chris and Sam to slot the ball past a
despairing late dive by goalkeeper Raz 2-1.
The Walkers, now unable to muster anything more than a “walk” called on all their experience
and know how to score a well worked goal in the last moments to ensure their unbeaten record
remained intact.
The Division 1 team then took on the junior orange team in an end to end encounter, with
outstanding displays from Russel and
Rowan in the junior team . The game was
only decided in the last minute with Luke
Williams scoring his second goal to secure
a 3-2 victory for the division 1 outfit.
So the tournament winners were the 1066
Specials Division 1 team.
Refreshments were then served up in the
College foyer to cap a wonderful event
where the spirit of football and fun shone
through like a beacon.
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photos
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Photos
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photos
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Games and puzzles

Join the Dots!
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Games and puzzles

Can you solve this crossword?
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Games and puzzles

NAME THE FOOTBALL STARS

Throughout this
newsletter there
have been many
football stars, both
players and
coaches, in 1066
colours.
Can you name all of
them without seeing
their faces?
Crossword Answers
10. Speroni
9. Penalty
8. Mane
28

6. Ronaldo
5. Guardiola
3.Crossbar
2. Flag

6. FosuMensah

1. Wembley

3. France

Down

Across

Quiz
HOW MANY
QUESTIONS CAN
YOU GET RIGHT?
1. Who won the first Premier League?
2. Who scored the first ever live televised Premier League Goal?
3. Who was the first Goalkeeper to score in the Premier League?
4. Which English club plays at the King Power Stadium?
5. Who is the youngest player to score at a World Cup?
6. Which Premier League Stadium has the smallest capacity?
7. Egyptian forward Mo Salah joined Liverpool from which club?
8. What year did the modern Premier League Start?
9. How many times did Sir Alex Ferguson win the Premier League?
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Important dates

Training

Tournaments
2019

2019

September

15th

September

7th, 14th, 28th

October

13th

October

5th, 12th, 26th

November

17th

November

2nd, 9th, 30th

December

15th

December

7th, 14th

2020

2020

January

26th

January

4th, 11th, 25th

February

23rd (FA Peoples Cup)

February

1st, 8th, 29th

March

22nd

March

7th, 14th, 28th

April

None

April

4th, 11th, 25th

May

17th

May

2nd, 9th, 30th

June

14th (League Presentation)

June

6th, 13th

All tournaments take place:

All training takes place:

Sunday Mornings commencing at

Saturday Morning at 9.30AM—11AM.

10.00am. (Subject to Change)

Juniors at 10.00AM—11.00AM

Address:

Address:

Sussex County FA

Bexhill College

Lancing

Penland Road

Culver Road

Bexhill

BN15 9AX

TN40 2JG
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Safeguarding

A

t 1066 specials we have continually worked hard over the last few years with the support of
Sussex County FA, and the national FA to ensure we have policies and procedures in place
to ensure as a club we are using best practice.

Safeguarding at 1066 is everyone's responsibility but we also have a named welfare officer.
independently.
We seek references, criminal record checks for all staff at 1066 and a 3 year DBS check and
safeguarding course. Any new staff members must pass a series of internal checks enforced by
the welfare officer before being allowed to support players independently.
With support from the FA we continue to update our policies and procedures as required. A
safeguarding folder containing policies is regularly updated and kept with the welfare officer.
Contact details for the club welfare officer (Fiona) and league welfare officer (Ian) are below for
any individual wishing to report an incident football related or otherwise.
Special thanks to everyone at 1066 specials, for your support and patience as safe guarding is
one of the most important areas in 1066 specials.
Also a special mention and thank you to Sandra Redhill, Jade Harper, Ian Burlinson for their
continued support and patience.
Anyone who ever has a concern/worry please speak to Fiona or Ian and they will aim to deal with
yours concerns through the correct channels.

Fiona Kavanagh-Deeprose
Home: 01424712469
Mobile: 07817152991
Email: kavanaghfiona@aol.com

Ian Burlinson
Mobile: 07940267355
Email:
welfareofficer@sussexdisabilityfootball.org.uk
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